
WE ARE HIRING

POSITION

WHAT WE EXPECT 

Your focus is on facilitating transition to self-managing teams and improving cooperation between teams, individuals and product owners

You will be managing Development team’s health, maturity and continuous improvement by promoting Scrum Values and transparency

You will serve Development team by coaching self-management and cross-functionality, teaching value-driven delivery, teaching the team to 
drive to Done, causing the removal of impediments, ensuring psychological safety, and encouraging celebration, praise and constructive 
feedback

You will also serve the Product Owners by coaching them on effective techniques for Product Goal definition and Product Backlog 
management, value-driven delivery, establishing empirical product planning, and facilitating stakeholder collaboration

We expect you delivering value in the ways you didn’t think you could

then we are on the same page and should talk.

WE ARE GROWING AND THAT’S WHY WE NEED 

A SCRUM MASTER TO COME JOIN THE JOURNEY

If you have the ability to coach, support and coordinate Product Development teams to make things happen,

If you can serve the organization by leading, training, teaching, implementing effective agile values, principles and techniques,

if you put passion and energy in everything you do and get satisfaction from it,

if you are results-driven person and have a mindset that allows you to always think out of the box,
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REQUIREMENTS
Proficient level of understanding of Scrum Framework and Scrum Values

Proficient level of understanding of Kanban

Proficient understanding of Agile values, principles, techniques and roles

Intermediate level of understanding of Product Development

Intermediate understanding of coaching principles and facilitation techniques

2+ years experience as a Scrum master or as a Scrum Team Member in another role

Experience working with remote teams 

Being self-driven, giving and taking responsibility

Fluent in English

Knowledge of JIRA/ Confluence, experience as an IT Analyst and/or experience in an Insurance company will be considered as an advantage
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RIGA, LATVIA

CHALLENGE YOURSELF &

While we appreciate every application, please note that only candidates selected for an interview will be contacted.

Balcia Insurance SE is an international company with experience of 25 years in the insurance industry. The company works in 
the European market having its subsidiaries in Poland, Germany, France and Lithuania.

AT BALCIA, YOU CAN MAKE THE DIFFERENCE AND BOOST YOUR CAREER.

WWW.BALCIA.COM

CELEBRATE YOUR OWN GROWTH!

That ’s great!You will be working from both headquarters in Riga city center 
and remotely in a fast-paced and teamwork oriented 
international culture with high ethics. 

No two days are the same, you will be working closely with an 
amazing team and learning from the best.

Competitive monthly salary range of 2500 - 3300 EUR gross 
(depending on your level of experience and competence), 
health insurance, parking space next to the office and more.

INTERESTING?OFFER?

SCRUM

� careers@balcia.com

We do encourage you to apply:

Or, know someone who would be a perfect fit? Let them know!


